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Abstract

Ž .This article surveys a series of structural results obtained for the adsorption of small molecules from CO to benzene on
Ž .the closest-packed metal surfaces by low-energy electron diffraction LEED . Most of these results were obtained by detailed

fitting of many structural parameters, primarily with automated tensor LEED. We discuss mainly qualitative aspects:
adsorption sites, adsorbate orientation, molecular distortions and adsorbate-induced relaxations. Cases of special interest
include: CO and NO monolayers adsorbed on metal surfaces, which require a revision of adsorption site assignments based
on vibrational frequencies; various coadsorption structures exhibiting site changes due to the electron donor vs. acceptor

Ž .character of the coadsorbates; intact di-s ethylene adsorbed in a disordered and asymmetrical manner on Pt 111 ; intact
Ž .acetylene on MgO 100 , the first molecular and also first physisorbed adsorption structure determined in detail on an oxide

surface; and the surface of an ultra-thin ice film, exhibiting unusually large vibration amplitudes of the outermost molecules.
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Brian Bent, to whose memory this article is
dedicated, was deeply involved in many early
structural studies of molecular adsorption on
metal surfaces, in particular with the application
of high-resolution electron energy loss spec-

Ž .troscopy HREELS . Such work was extremely
helpful in performing the more detailed crystal-
lographic analyses of molecular adsorption by
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Ž .low-energy electron diffraction LEED , both
by eliminating many a priori possible structures
and also by providing starting structures for
crystallographic refinement.

In subsequent years, thanks to careful work
like Brian’s, a series of molecular adsorption
structures was solved. This paper shows how far
the field of surface crystallography with LEED,
assisted by HREELS, infrared spectroscopy and
other techniques, has progressed since Brian
turned his attention to other topics, by dis-
cussing a series of structures of particular inter-
est. This includes structures that were refined

Žwith more modern methods primarily auto-
.mated tensor LEED or that needed to be revis-
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Žited due to incorrect earlier assumptions in
.vibrational site assignments . We also present

more complex molecular structures, made ac-
cessible by the maturation of earlier methods:
this encompasses lower-symmetry structures,
coadsorption structures and disordered struc-
tures.

We focus our attention here on small
molecules, up to benzene in size, adsorbed or
coadsorbed on two very similar types of close-

Ž .packed metal surfaces, namely fcc 111 and
Ž .hcp 0001 . These are the systems that have been

studied most in the last two decades. This dis-
cussion will concentrate on qualitative features
like adsorption sites, orientations of adsorbed
molecules and, to a lesser extent, adsorbate and
substrate relaxations due to the adsorption pro-
cess. More quantitative details can be found in

w xthe Surface Structure Database 1,2 and, for
Ž .Ru 0001 , in a very recent review article by

w xMenzel 3 . It should be stressed that one or two
Žtechniques other than LEED mainly forms of

.photoelectron diffraction have been used to
determine the details of a relatively small num-
ber of molecular structures; this paper will not
address those structures.

In Sections 2–10, we address each selected
type of molecule individually. We will then
summarize and discuss observed trends across
molecules in Section 11.

2. CO and NO monolayers on metal surfaces

The structure of adsorbed CO and NO mono-
layers is of current importance because the site
assignments based on measured CO and NO
vibrational stretch frequencies appear to be mis-
leading in a number of cases. The latest case
concerns a 3r4 fractional monolayer of CO on

Ž .Rh 111 : following recent core electron spec-
troscopy experiments, the original site assign-
ment has had to be revised, as confirmed by
LEED. We first discuss this case, followed by
other CO and NO molecular layers on several

Ž . Ž .fcc 111 and hcp 0001 metal surfaces. We will

also review structural information known for the
coadsorption of CO or NO with other molecular
or atomic adsorbates.

Ž .The adsorption of CO on Rh 111 was inves-
w xtigated in 1980 by HREELS 4 , up to the

saturation coverage of 3r4 fractional mono-
Ž . Ž .layer, which orders into the Rh 111 q 2=2 -

Ž3CO structure the index 3 indicates that three
Ž . .CO molecules fit within each 2=2 unit cell .

The C–O stretch frequencies for this high-
coverage system were measured to be 2070 and
1870 cmy1: based on these frequencies and
packing considerations, this structure was origi-
nally thought to consist of CO molecules in
both top and bridge sites. A simple site assign-
ment based on C–O stretch frequencies relates
the single-coordinated top site to frequencies
above about 2000 cmy1; the twofold coordi-
nated bridge site is assigned to frequencies in
the approximate range 1850–2000 cmy1; and
the threefold coordinated hollow sites are as-
signed to frequencies below about 1850 cmy1

Žthere are two such sites, fcc-hollow and hcp-
hollow, which are not distinguished in this re-

. w xspect 5 . It now appears that this assignment
has been taken too strictly by many surface
scientists, including in the early study of the

Ž .high-coverage structure of CO on Rh 111 .
Ž . Ž . y1For Rh 111 q 2=2 -3CO, the 2070 cm

frequency thus lies in the range customarily
assigned to top-site adsorption, while the 1870
cmy1 frequency lies just above the boundary
between the ranges customarily assigned to
bridge- and hollow-site adsorption. Focusing on
a frequency comparison with rhodium-contain-
ing metal-carbonyl clusters, a clear preference
for bridge-site adsorption was derived. Simi-

Ž .larly, the lower-coverage 1r3 monolayer
Ž . Ž .Rh 111 q 63 = 63 R308-CO system has a

C–O stretch frequency of 2000 cmy1, which
w xwas assigned to top sites 4 .

These site assignments were confirmed by
w xearly LEED analyses for both structures 6–8 .

Ž . Ž .The first LEED analysis of Rh 111 q 2=2 -
3CO started from the topqbridge site assign-
ment and found reasonable agreement between
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theory and experiment, if one allowed the top-
site CO molecules to shift sideways by about

˚0.5 A to ‘near-top’ sites in the direction of the
w xnearest hollow sites 7,8 ; such a shift is quite

plausible in order to relieve the excessive CO–
CO compression implied by direct on-top ad-
sorption. The early LEED analysis did not con-
sider the toprhollow site combination, guided
by HREELS and the apparent success with the
toprbridge site combination, but also because
of the associated computational expense which
was large in those days. However, later attempts
at refining this structure with automated tensor
LEED led to physically unreasonable atomic

Ž .positions A. Barbieri, unpublished data , pri-
marily in the form of excessive substrate relax-
ations in the second metal layer, relative to prior
experience: we now know that this behavior in
LEED often implies that something is incorrect
in the assumed structural model.

More recently, core electron spectroscopy ex-
periments were interpreted to be incompatible
with the HREELS site assignment at high cov-
erage, and suggested an alternative model con-
sisting of CO molecules in three sites: top, fcc

w xhollow and hcp hollow 9 . Now, a detailed
reanalysis of the LEED data has confirmed this
new model, illustrated in Fig. 1, by producing a
significantly better fit of theory to experiment
w x10 . By contrast, a LEED reanalysis of the

Ž . Ž .low-coverage Rh 111 q 63 = 63 R308-CO
w xstructure 10 confirms both the initial vibra-

tional assignment of top sites and its subsequent
w xLEED structure determination 6 , while refin-

ing it further. In addition, the core electron
spectroscopy experiments are also consistent

w xwith top-site adsorption at low coverages 9 .
The new site assignment for the high-cover-

age system links the 2070 cmy1 C–O stretch
frequency with a top site and the 1870 cmy1

frequency with both types of hollow site. The
low-coverage 2000 cmy1 frequency remains
linked to a top site. There thus appears to be a
significant up-shift of the hollow-site C–O
stretch frequency in this system, relative to metal
carbonyl clusters, from whose structures the

Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 1. New geometry for Rh 111 q 2=2 -3CO, in top view at
. Ž .top and side view at bottom . Selected interlayer spacings are

indicated.

standard frequency-site assignment rules were
w xderived 11 . This may be due to lateral dipole

w x w xcoupling 12 or chemical interactions 13 be-
tween the CO molecules, which are both very
probable effects in the high-density CO layer.

Similar, sometimes more dramatic inconsis-
tencies have emerged in recent years for several

Ž .other cases of CO or NO adsorption on fcc 111
metal surfaces. For CO, the standard C–O
stretch frequency assignment in the system

Ž . Ž .Ni 111 qc 4=2 -2CO would imply bridge site
bonding. However, a LEED analysis finds hol-
low-site bonding, in both fcc and hcp hollow

w x Žsites 14 the index 2 in the structure notation
indicates that two CO molecules fit within the
Ž . .c 4=2 unit cell . For CO, it thus appears that

the discrepancies occur only for high-coverage
structures, in which chemical interactions be-
tween crowded CO molecules are most likely to
increase the C–O stretch frequencies.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Top view of the Ni 111 qc 4=2 -2NO structure. A
Ž .c 4=2 unit cell is outlined. The distance D indicates a lateral

˚shift of the molecules by about 0.1 A from the hollow sites
towards top sites, due to intermolecular repulsion: this repulsion
also induces a possible slight tilt of these molecules from the
surface normal by 4"48 away from each other, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The dashed line shows a pseudoglide plane, ignoring
deeper metal layers.

Compared to CO overlayers, NO overlayers
have been studied much less frequently, espe-
cially with detailed structural analyses. The cor-
responding assignment rule linking the adsorp-
tion site to the N–O stretch frequency is even
less reliable, in part because there are relatively
few cluster compounds on which to base such
site assignments. Furthermore, the possible
structural complexity in inorganic nitrosyl com-
pounds is much greater than that found in metal
carbonyl complexes. Judging from the poor ap-
plicability of such an assignment rule for the
case of CO, it might be argued that one should
not even attempt to derive one for NO adsorp-

tion. In fact, vibrational assignment predicts
sites of lower coordination than are found by
structural determination for at least two sys-

Ž . Ž .tems: Ni 111 qc 4=2 -2NO, in which LEED
finds occupation of both fcc and hcp hollow

w xsites 15,16 , cf. Figs. 2 and 3, very much like
the corresponding CO adsorption structure de-

Ž . Ž . w xscribed above, and Pt 111 q 2=2 -NO 15 ,
in which LEED finds occupation of fcc hollow
sites.

It is interesting to note that NO produces a
Ž .high-coverage structure on Rh 111 that is very

similar to the high-coverage CO structure dis-
Ž . Ž .cussed above: Rh 111 q 2 = 2 -3NO; this

structure was analyzed in moderate detail by a
w xnonautomated LEED search 17 . The vibra-

tional frequencies and the similarity in coverage
and periodicity to the corresponding CO struc-
ture suggest also a similarity in adsorption sites:
as a result, coadsorption in top and hollow sites
was not investigated by LEED analysis. The
best resulting structure was then indeed essen-

Ž . Žtially identical to the old result for Rh 111 q 2
.=2 -3CO: one NO molecule in bridge site and

two NO molecules in near-top sites in each unit
cell. With the revision of the high-coverage CO
structure described above, the corresponding
high-coverage NO structure is however also put
into question. Recently, in fact, independent
evidence from X-ray photoelectron diffraction
has suggested that NO occupies top sites and

w xboth kinds of hollow sites 18 . It would there-
fore not be surprising if a new LEED analysis

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. Side view of the Ni 111 qc 4=2 -2NO structure shown in Fig. 2, together with the clean Ni 111 surface for comparison.
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Ž . Ž .of the Rh 111 q 2=2 -3NO system would
confirm the toprhollows arrangement which
now seems much more likely. Such a conclu-
sion would once more confirm the danger of
using vibrational frequencies to identify adsorp-
tion sites of molecules like CO and NO.

Coadsorption of CO or NO with other atoms
or molecules has been studied in detail for a

Žnumber of structures. It is well known e.g.,
.from vibrational frequency shifts that coadsor-

bates that donate electrons favor a displacement
of CO and NO toward higher-coordination ad-
sorption sites, especially hollow sites. Examples
involving atomic coadsorption are the pair of

Ž . Ž .structures Ru 0001 q 2 = 2 -Cs q CO and
Ž . Ž . w x ŽRu 0001 q 2=2 -Csq2CO 19 the nota-

Ž .tion implies that each 2=2 unit cell contains
.one Cs atom and one vs. two CO molecules :

the latter structure has twice as much CO as the
former, with the additional CO occupying fcc
hollow sites, while the initial CO occupies hcp
hollow sites in both structures; by contrast, in
the absence of Cs, CO occupies top sites on this
surface.

Coadsorption of CO with other molecules is
exemplified by two related structures for ben-

Ž . Ž .zene, Rh 111 q 3 = 3 -C H q 2CO and6 6
Ž . Ž . w xPd 111 q 3=3 -C H q2CO 20 : here, CO6 6

occupies hollow sites, hcp on Rh and fcc on Pd;
by comparison, in the absence of benzene, CO

Ž .would occupy top sites on Rh 111 , but the
Ž .same fcc hollow sites on Pd 111 , however, at

Ž .intermediate coverages, pure CO on Pd 111
occupies bridge sites. Thus, benzene acts as an
electron donor, a fact well-known from work
function change measurements. NO coadsorbed

Ž .with benzene on Ru 0001 , in the structure
Ž . Ž .Ru 0001 q 3 = 3 -C H q 2NO, yields hcp6 6

w xhollow sites for NO 21 . Finally, coadsorption
Ž .of CO or NO with ethylidyne C H on2 3

Ž .Rh 111 also yields hollow sites, since ethyli-
w xdyne acts as an electron donor 22 . However, it

is not the same hollow in the two cases: CO
Ž . Žselects the hcp hollow site in Rh 111 qc 4=

.2 -COqC H , but NO selects the fcc hollow2 3
Ž . Ž .site in Rh 111 qc 4=2 -NOqC H .2 3

Different behavior is found in coadsorption
with electron acceptors. Thus, oxygen coadsorp-
tion maintains the top site for CO in both

Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Ru 0001 q 2=2 -OqCO 23 and Ru 0001
Ž . w xq 2=2 -2OqCO 24 , unchanged from the

Ž .pure CO overlayer. The same holds for Rh 111
Ž . Ž . Žq 2=2 -OqCO, while for Rh 111 q 2=

.2 -Oq2CO the additional CO can only occupy
Žhcp hollow sites, for steric reasons the O atoms

and initial CO molecules occupy fcc hollow and
. w xtop sites, respectively 25 : in fact, these hcp

hollow sites are so unfavorable that the experi-
ment could only occupy 60% of them with CO.

A note is in order about the orientation of CO
and NO molecules relative to the surface. In
most of the cases described above, the average
orientation of the CO molecules is perpendicu-
lar to the surface. However, in several instances,
a more detailed analysis has shown that the CO

w xaxis is in fact tilted by about 8–208 10,26,27 :
this is generally interpreted to represent a non-
static wagging motion of the molecule, due to
thermal vibrations. The distinction between
static and dynamic thermal tilt is not easy to
establish; a temperature-dependent analysis
would be needed to clarify this. A few of the
CO and NO structures described in this section

Ž . Ždo exhibit some static tilting: Ni 111 qc 4=
. Ž . Ž . Ž2 -2CO and Ni 111 qc 4=2 -2NO cf. Fig.
.3 show very small tilts of the molecules, which

is allowed by the overall lowered surface sym-
Ž .metry in the rectangular c 4=2 unit cell and is

probably taking place to relieve crowding;
Ž . Ž .Ru 0001 q 2=2 -2OqCO shows a static tilt

by 178 from the surface normal, which breaks
the overall surface symmetry and may be due to
the incipient formation of CO .2

( )3. N monolayers on Ru 00012

N is isoelectronic to CO and can thus be2

expected to show similarities with CO. This has
been confirmed by LEED for the case of ad-

Ž .sorption on Ru 0001 , as well as for coadsorp-
tion with oxygen on the same substrate. Pure N2
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Ž . Ž .yields the structure Ru 0001 q 63=63 R308-
N with intact molecules standing perpendicular2

w xand unbent at top sites 28 , just like CO on
Ž .Ru 0001 . This result is not changed by coad-

Ž .sorption with oxygen in the structure Ru 0001
Ž . w xq 2=2 -OqN 29 ; in this case no evidence2

for a static tilt is found, in contrast to the
corresponding CO structure.

( )4. Ethylene monolayers on Pt 111

A disordered layer of ethylene was analyzed
Ž .by LEED on Pt 111 at 200 K at a saturation

coverage of about 1r4 fractional monolayer
w x30 . It is disordered at any temperature, produc-
ing a diffuse LEED pattern below the 250 K
transition to ethylidene and then ordered ethyli-
dyne. Below 250 K the molecules are intact,
according to a variety of other techniques. The
LEED study is the first detailed structural analy-
sis of intact adsorbed ethylene and confirms the
expectation of ‘di-s ’ bonding, but in an asym-
metrical manner. However, this result is contro-
versial, because it is counterintuitive, and the
uncertainties on structural parameters are rela-
tively large, because of a relatively small exper-

Žimental database despite the use of diffuse
intensity vs. energy curves, as opposed to sin-

.gle-energy diffraction patterns ; also, the occu-
pation of two inequivalent sites gives many
parameters that must be fit, further enlarging
error bars.

The relatively large error bars and conse-
quently lowered reliability of this structure anal-
ysis should be viewed as follows. Some struc-

Žtures like also the ice surface discussed in
.Section 10 , are inherently harder to analyze

than others. One major reason, especially in
these examples, is the practical difficulty of
obtaining a large and reliable enough experi-
mental data set of LEED intensities. This may
be due to the inherent weakness of diffuse

Ž .intensities as in the ethylene case , or to a
Ždelicate or dynamic surface both of these apply

.to the ice case . Therefore, the LEED result

becomes relatively less informative than in the
surfaces which are ‘better behaved’. Neverthe-
less, LEED can deliver information not avail-
able from other techniques. For instance, with

Ž .ethylene on Pt 111 , our LEED analysis gives a
Ž .larger error bar see below than a NEXAFS

study of the C–C bond length does, but NEX-
AFS provides no information at all about the
position of the molecules with respect to LEED.
Thus, the LEED result remains of considerable
utility in providing information, supplementing
that available from other techniques. As usual in
controversial cases, studies with other tech-
niques are called for to verify the LEED results.

The diffuse LEED analysis finds occupation
of both types of hollow sites, cf. Fig. 4. Never-
theless, if one ignores the second metal layer,
the two adsorption geometries are identical
within error bars: only the second metal layer
distinguishes these two sites. In both sites, the

Ž .Fig. 4. Adsorption geometry of disordered C H on Pt 111 ,2 4
Ž .occupying both fcc-hollow sites top diagrams and hcp-hollow

Ž .sites bottom diagrams . Top and side views are given at left and
right, respectively. As detailed in the table, the local geometries in

Ž .both sites are indistinguishable H is omitted .
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molecular C–C axis is tilted by 22q21
8 from they11

surface plane, with one C atom in a bridge site
and the other C atom towards a top site. The tilt
allows the Pt–C distances to be reasonable for

˚both C atoms: 1.94"0.15 A at the bridge-
˚bonded site vs. 2.06"0.15 A at the near-top-

bonded site, after averaging between both hol-
low sites. The C–C distance is particularly un-

˚ Ž w xcertain, 1.55"0.45 A UPS 31 and NEXAFS
˚w x .32,33 found 1.49 and 1.50 A, respectively ,

and hydrogen positions could not be deter-
mined. More interesting is that the substrate
shows only small relaxations, such as a 0.025"

˚0.07 A buckling of the top Pt layer, suggesting a
relatively weak bonding to the molecule; larger

˚buckling on the scale of 0.07–0.20 A is often
induced by more strongly adsorbed species like
CO, ethylidyne and especially atoms.

The asymmetrical bonding of ethylene, with
inequivalent C positions, comes as a surprise:
however, no symmetrical site gave a satisfac-
tory fit between LEED theory and experiment.
The asymmetrical sites are in fact consistent

w xwith infrared spectroscopy measurements 34 ,

in which the C–C stretch could be detected,
Žpossibly indicating a tilted C–C axis on the

other hand, the authors of the infrared study did
propose consistency with a nontilted species, by
invoking electron motion perpendicular to the

.surface during vibration parallel to the surface .

( )5. Ethylidyne monolayers on Pt and Rh 111

Ethylidyne forms a very stable adsorbed
species on several metal surfaces; it is a chemi-
cal dead end in the decomposition of ethylene.
Its adsorption structure was determined long

Ž . Žago by LEED in the two systems Pt 111 q 2
. w x Ž . Ž .=2 -C H 35 and Rh 111 q 2=2 -C H2 3 2 3

w x36 . These two structures were refined more
w xrecently by automated tensor LEED 37 , con-

firming the earlier results, but still not determin-
ing hydrogen positions, cf. Figs. 5 and 6. The
CCH species are oriented on average perpen-3

Ždicularly to the surface, but exhibit presumably
.thermal tilts by 78 at 90 K on Pt and 118 at 240

K on Rh, relative to the surface normal. Also

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Top right and bottom left: side and top views of Pt 111 q 2=2 -C H H omitted . The molecule is assumed for this illustration2 3
Ž .to be nontilted i.e., fit assuming the full threefold rotational and mirror symmetry of the substrate . Shading distinguishes buckled atoms in

each layer; the buckling is exaggerated for clarity. The interlayer spacings d involving metal layers are measured between average atomici j
Ž .positions within the layers 1r4 of the buckling amount b from the triplets of coplanar metal atoms . Lateral metal displacements arei

Ž .labeled r for layer i. For comparison, the clean Pt 111 surface structure is shown at top left.i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for Rh 111 q 2=2 -C H and clean Rh 111 .2 3

confirmed is a surprising difference in adsorp-
tion sites in these two systems: fcc hollows on
Ž . Ž .Pt 111 , but hcp hollows on Rh 111 . The newer

results also detected substantial relaxations in
the substrate, similar to those induced by CO
adsorption on such metal surfaces.

Ethylidyne was also studied by LEED when
Ž .coadsorbed with either CO or NO on Rh 111 ,

w xas mentioned above 22 . Intriguing is the result
that CO addition displaces the ethylidyne from
hcp to fcc hollow sites, while NO leaves the
ethylidyne in hcp hollow sites. These structures
should be submitted to a more refined structural
determination with automated tensor LEED, in
particular to explore possible static molecular

Žtilts which are in principle plausible due to the
lower symmetry and the resulting asymmetrical
molecule–molecule interactions in these struc-

.tures , as well as any induced substrate relax-
ations.

( )6. Acetonitrile monolayers on Ni 111

An interesting adsorption structure of lower
symmetry is offered by the case of acetonitrile

Ž .CH CN adsorbed in an ordered fashion on3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ni 111 : Ni 111 q 2=2 -CH CN, studied by3

w xautomated tensor LEED 38 and illustrated in
Fig. 7. Adsorption models had been proposed
earlier on the basis of HREELS, XPS and NEX-
AFS data, which strongly suggested that the
C–N bond axis lies nearly parallel to the sur-
face, and that the C–N bond is of double-bond
character. The LEED analysis allowed these
conclusions to be verified, and to additionally
determine the adsorption site as well as bond

Žlengths and angles except again for the hydro-
.gen .

The C–N bond was indeed found to be tilted
Žby only about 58 from the surface plane the

uncertainty on this number being larger than the
.value itself . The N atom lies approximately

over an fcc hollow site, while the adjacent C
atom lies closer to a nearest hcp hollow site, so
that the C–N bond lies across a bridge site of
the substrate. However, the C–C bond is tilted

Žaway from the surface plane by about 608 for-
.ming a CCN bond angle of 123"158 ; this

should be compared with the gas-phase molecule
in which the CCN bond angle is 1808, i.e.,

ŽCH CN is linear except for the hydrogens of3
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Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 7. At right, top and side views of Ni 111 q 2=2 -CH CN H omitted . Selected interlayer spacings are shown between averaged Ni3
. Ž .planes where these are buckled as shown . Symmetrically inequivalent Ni atoms are shaded differently. Clean Ni 111 is shown at bottom

left for comparison.

.the methyl group . The CH C fragment can be3

viewed as an ethylidyne attached to the N atom,
and its geometry appears to be very similar to

Žthe ethylidyne layers described above apart
.from the permanent tilt in acetonitrile . The

C–N and C–C bond lengths are rather uncer-
˚ ˚tain, 1.28"0.15 A and 1.67"0.15 A, respec-

tively, but point toward elongation of these two
˚bonds by about 0.1 A with respect to the gas-

phase molecules, as is often found in adsorp-
tion.

( ) ( )7. Benzene monolayers on Ru 0001 , Ni 111 ,
( ) ( )Pd 111 and Rh 111

The detailed adsorption structures of benzene
has been studied on several metal surfaces, both
as pure overlayers and coadsorbed with CO, NO
or O. In all cases, the benzene molecules lie

Žparallel to the surface the H atoms may be bent
upward from the surface, as predicted by total-
energy calculations, but this could not be tested

.by LEED .
Ž .On Ni 111 , a non-tensor LEED analysis in-

cluding automated search was performed for the
Ž . Ž . w xNi 111 q 67=67 R19.18-C H phase 39 . In6 6

this structure, each molecule covers three Ni
atoms around an hcp hollow site, such that C–C
bonds are parallel to the close-packed rows of
metal atoms: thereby, a pair of C atoms caps

one Ni atom. The C–C distances are lengthened
˚to about 1.43 and 1.55 A relative to the gas

˚Ž .phase where they all are 1.40 A , thereby
indicating a possible Kekule-like distortion,´
while the C ring is essentially planar. Strong
relaxations are observed in the substrate: metal
atoms are ‘pulled outward’ by the C atoms to
which they are directly bonded.

A structure that is very similar to the preced-
Ž .ing one in terms of its superlattice, Ru 0001 q

Ž .67 = 67 R19.18-C H , nevertheless exhibits6 6

some interesting differences compared to the
Ž . w x Ž .Ni 111 case 40 . First, on Ru 0001 each ben-

zene is rotated by 308 about the surface normal,
Ž .relative to its orientation on Ni 111 , so that

three of the C atoms are near top sites above
three different Ru atoms surrounding an hcp
hollow, while the other C atoms lie between the
bridge sites linking those Ru atoms and fcc
hollow sites beyond. As a result there are two
types of C atoms between which there is a

˚height difference of about 0.08 A: the molecule
Žis buckled into a crown-like shape like the

.chair shape of cyclohexane . Nonetheless, the
C–C bond lengths are essentially unchanged
from the gas phase.

Ž .Staying with benzene on Ru 0001 , but turn-
ing to coadsorption with electronegative O or

w xNO, one finds two new structures 21 :
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ru 0001 q 3=3 -C H q2O and Ru 00016 6
Ž .q 3=3 -C H q2NO. Here again, despite6 6
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identical superlattices, significant differences
occur between the two. The addition of oxygen
to the pure benzene layer does not markedly
change the benzene location or its distortions
from the gas phase. On the other hand, with NO
the benzene is rotated by about 208 from the
pure benzene case, thereby clearly breaking a

Žmirror plane while staying centered on the hcp
.hollow site , and a Kekule-like distortion now´

˚Žbecomes apparent 1.32 vs. 1.43 A for alternat-
.ing C–C bonds around the ring , at the same

time as the buckling is reduced to perhaps 0.02
Å.

The coadsorption of benzene with CO on
Ž . Ž . Ž .Rh 111 and Pd 111 in similar 3=3 struc-

tures had been studied much earlier, but without
w xconsidering substrate relaxations 41,42 . Later

refinements confirmed the results, giving more
w xinformation and more confidence 43 . Both

Ž . Ž . Ž .Rh 111 q 3=3 -C H q2CO cf. Fig. 8 and6 6

Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Side view upper panel and top view lower panel of the
Ž . Ž .best-fit symmetry-preserving Rh 111 q 3 = 3 -C H q 2CO6 6

Ž .structure H is omitted . Shading distinguishes symmetry-inequiv-
alent atoms in the top metal layer; its buckling is exaggerated for
clarity. The interlayer spacings involving metal layers are mea-
sured between buckled atomic positions within the layers, as

Ž .indicated d is the bulk metal value . Selected bonds are drawnb

and their lengths indicated.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for Pd 111 y 3=3 -C H q2CO.6 6

Ž . Ž . Ž .Pd 111 q 3=3 -C H q2CO cf. Fig. 9 ex-6 6

hibit occupation of hollow sites by all adsor-
bates; however, on Rh it is the hcp hollow sites
and on Pd the fcc hollow sites that are selected
Žthe reason for this difference is not understood,
but it is consistent with the case of ethylidyne

Ž . Ž . .adsorbed on Rh 111 vs. Pt 111 , cf. Section 5 .
A sizable Kekule-like distortion is found on Rh´
ŽC–C distances alternating between 1.37 and

˚ .1.50 A but no such distortion is detected on Pd
˚Ž .C–C distances of 1.40 A . Also, a larger sub-

strate relaxation is observed on Rh than on Pd.

( )8. Acetylene monolayers on MgO 100

We next describe a system with very weak
molecular adsorption, namely the physisorption

Ž . Ž .of acetylene C H on MgO 100 . This case2 2

represents the first detailed structure analysis of
molecular physisorption, and the first such anal-

w xysis of adsorption on an oxide substrate 44 .
At 90 K, acetylene adsorbs intact on

Ž . Ž .MgO 100 in a 2=2 periodic arrangement.
On MgO powders, earlier neutron diffraction
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results indicated a herringbone arrangement
Ž .within the 2=2 cell, implied by two glide

w xplanes perpendicular to the surface 45 , but
these could not determine the location of the
molecules with respect to the substrate atoms.
The LEED pattern on the single-crystal surface
is consistent with the symmetry observed by
neutron diffraction.

Before conducting a LEED analysis, semi-
empirical potential calculations were applied to
this surface, using rigid molecules and a rigid

w xsubstrate 44 : these predicted flat-lying
molecules, centered over Mg ions, at a rela-

˚tively large height of about 2.50 A above the
oxide surface plane. Next, a detailed LEED

w xanalysis confirmed these predictions 44 , which
are consistent with weak bonding between
molecule and oxide: no significant distortion
was observed in either the substrate or the over-

Ž .layer. The resulting structure of this MgO 100
Ž .q 2=2 -2C H system is shown in Fig. 10.2 2

While the adsorption energy is weak in this
system, the semi-empirical potential calcula-

Ž . Ž .Fig. 10. Slightly off-normal view of MgO 100 q 2=2 -2C H ,2 2

exhibiting flat-lying acetylene molecules centered over Mg ions
Ž .H assumed as in linear gas-phase acetylene . The molecular axes
are oriented about 208 from the diagonal directions. Each substrate
layer contains equal amounts of coplanar Mg and O ions.

tions indicate the importance of electrostatic
interactions in orienting and positioning the
molecules. In particular, quadrupolar interac-
tions dominate in this instance.

( )9. Ice bilayers on Ru 0001

Ice can produce a good lattice match on only
a few metal surfaces and under certain condi-

Ž .tions. On Ru 0001 , this occurs for one bilayer,
and only with D O rather than H O, forming a2 2
Ž .63=63 R308 structure. Thicker films do not
order well on Ru, while a nondeuterated H O2

bilayer produces an incommensurate structure.
A bilayer is a basic building block of the

stable, natural variety Ih of ice, which is held
Žtogether by hydrogen bonds each oxygen is

bonded to another oxygen through one H atom
.between them . But the bilayer analyzed by

Ž . w xLEED on Ru 0001 is very much flattened 46
compared to bulk ice Ih: the O–O interlayer
spacing within the bilayer on Ru, rather than

˚having the bulk value of 0.92 A, is reduced
˚almost tenfold to about 0.1 A. This permits the

oxygens of the outermost half-bilayer to ap-
proach closely to the metal surface and bond
directly to metal atoms. In fact, the adsorption
geometry is such that all oxygen atoms in this
structure are at top sites above single Ru atoms.
The oxygen atoms closest to Ru atoms induce
larger local substrate relaxations than do the
oxygens that are slightly more removed. The
hydrogen atoms, once again, could not be lo-
cated; this is in part due to the inherent disorder
present in the hydrogen arrangement in any ice
structure, and thus not only to the weakness of
electron-hydrogen scattering.

( )10. Ice multilayers on Pt 111

Ž .Contrary to the case on Ru 0001 , it is diffi-
cult to produce an ordered bilayer structure of

Ž .ice on Pt 111 , whereas an ordered thicker film
can be produced. Here we discuss such a molec-
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ular film which was grown to a thickness of
˚perhaps 10–20 A; under these conditions LEED

becomes insensitive to the substrate. Thus, we
Ž .have a multilayer of ice, Ih-H O 0001 , grown2

Ž .on Pt 111 , and studied by automated tensor
w xLEED at 90 K 47,48 . The LEED pattern is

Ž .consistent with an unreconstructed 1=1 sur-
Žface of bulk ice of type I as opposed to the

.higher-pressure types II, III, etc . It could either
Ž .be the naturally occurring hexagonal phase Ih

Ž .or the metastable cubic phase Ic : the LEED
analysis favors the hexagonal variety, while the
lateral lattice constant appears to be slightly

Žexpanded relative to the bulk of ice perhaps to
better approach the Pt lattice constant, with

.which there is an incommensurate relationship .
Surprising at first was the finding from LEED

that the bulk ice lattice appears to be terminated
Žbetween adjacent layers of a bulk bilayer which

.we call ‘half-bilayer termination’, see Fig. 11 ,
rather than terminated between two bilayers
Žcalled ‘full-bilayer termination’, see also Fig.

. w x11 47,48 . This was surprising because the
full-bilayer termination would be expected to
provide energetic stabilization due to the pres-

Ž .ence of more hydrogen bonds per 1=1 unit
cell, compared with the half-bilayer termination.
A solution, still to be proven experimentally,
but which satisfies both LEED and total-energy
considerations, is to assume that the external
half bilayer of the outermost full bilayer actu-
ally vibrates so much as to be undetectable by

Ž .LEED due to a strong Debye–Waller factor ,

while still contributing the energetic stabiliza-
tion of the additional hydrogen bonds. Thus, in
LEED, the full-bilayer termination would ap-
pear indistinguishable from the half-bilayer ter-
mination. Such a model was confirmed to be
reasonable by total-energy calculations and

w xmolecular-dynamics calculations 47,48 , and is
our hypothesis for the structure of this surface at
90 K. In particular, molecular dynamics predict
rms vibrations of the outermost molecules to be

˚of the order of 0.25 A, which is compatible with
the invisibility of those molecules to LEED, as

w xverified by calculation 47,48 .
The situation is now that we have no experi-

mental proof of the presence of the water
molecules in the external half bilayer of the
outermost full bilayer: we only have strong
theoretical evidence for the need to include
them, and LEED calculations that show compat-
ibility of this model with experiment. Thus,
other experiments will be needed to provide the
experimental proof of the existence of the
strongly-vibrating outermost molecules. Re-

w xcently, Glebov et al. 49 have studied this
surface with atom scattering and detected an
unusually ‘soft’ ice surface that has low-
frequency vibrations and anomalously weak
force constants: this is at least consistent with
our hypothesis.

It is interesting that the molecular-dynamics
calculations suggest that, with increasing tem-
perature, the ice surface becomes gradually

Ž .amorphous above perhaps 140 K and then

Ž .Fig. 11. Perspective side view of two terminations of natural Ih ice: the full-bilayer termination at left, which is believed to be the actual
Žsurface structure at 90 K, with large vibrations in layer 1, and the less credible half-bilayer termination at right which is obtained by

. Ž .eliminating layer 1 . H atoms small circles are only shown in some H O molecules as examples; otherwise only O atoms are shown,2

linked by H bonds.
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even liquid-like at temperatures well below the
Ž .bulk melting point of ice above about 230 K

w x50 , consistent with experiment. The impres-
sion one gets of the ice surface is a highly
dynamic one, with an unusual degree of vibra-
tion at the lowest temperatures, followed by
hydrogen-bond breaking at slightly higher tem-
peratures, and then surface melting well below
the bulk melting point. This dynamic character
may explain the catalytic role of ice in the

w xcreation of the Antarctic ozone hole 50,51 and
w xmay be the reason why ice is so slippery 51 .

11. Summary and discussion

We have presented a series of cases of
molecular adsorption on metal surfaces for
which detailed structures have been obtained
with LEED. They present special interest from
different points of view: violation of standard
CO site assignments based on vibration frequen-
cies; adsorption site competition in coadsorp-
tion; distortions in the adsorbed molecule due to
the adsorption; adsorbate-induced relaxations in
the substrate; first detailed structural determina-
tions of the weak chemisorption of intact ethy-

Ž .lene on a metal surface, Pt 111 , and of the
Ž .physisorption of acetylene on MgO 100 ; large

vibration amplitudes of the outermost water
molecules in an ultra-thin film of ice grown on
Ž .Pt 111 .
Some general trends can be extracted from

these various results.
Concerning adsorption sites, a trend emerges

w xthat is also known for atomic adsorbates 52 :
with few exceptions, whenever adsorption oc-

Ž . Ž .curs at hollow sites of fcc 111 or hcp 0001
substrates, the choice is the fcc hollow site on

Ž . Ž .fcc 111 and the hcp hollow site on hcp 0001 ,
as if to continue the bulk structure into the
overlayer. This trend is also well known for
atomic adsorbates. The main exceptions to this

Ž . Žtrend are: on Rh 111 , donor adsorbates C H ,2 3
w x.C H , as well as Na atoms 53 prefer the hcp6 6

hollow site; however, CO coadsorbed with C H2 3

Ž .on Rh 111 can take the hcp sites and displace
the C H to fcc sites; at higher coverages and2 3

with coadsorption, other sites may additionally
be occupied, e.g., CO and NO can occupy both

Ž .types of hollow sites simultaneously on Ni 111 ,
while CO can occupy at the same time top,

Ž .fcc-hollow and hcp-hollow sites on Rh 111 ;
Ž .finally, benzene adopts the hcp site on Ni 111 .

Other trends relate to relaxations induced by
the adsorbates in the substrate; this trend holds
not only for the molecular adsorbates discussed
in this article, but also for atomic adsorbates
w x Ž52 . Not surprisingly, weak adsorption like
that of intact ethylene on Pt and acetylene on

.MgO induces no detectable relaxations in the
substrate, or indeed in the adsorbate itself. A
rather general rule appears to be that a
strongly-bonded adsorbate will ‘pull out’ the
substrate atoms to which it bonds, by about 0.1
Å. Substrate atoms that are bonded to more than
one adsorbate are usually pulled out more than
those bonded to only one adsorbate. This results
in buckling of the outermost metal layer. Buck-
ling effects are also found in the second metal
layer, but they are harder to characterize in
general terms. There are in addition lateral dis-

Ž .placements parallel to the surface of substrate
atoms near adsorbates: sometimes metal atoms
are attracted toward an adsorbate site, while in
other cases they are repelled away from that
site; unfortunately, error bars on lateral relax-
ations are usually too large to take the results as
definitive or to draw systematic conclusions.

An interesting attempt to examine the trends
in adsorbate-induced relaxations for over 20
adsorption and coadsorption structures on

Ž .Ru 0001 shows how difficult it is to extract
w xsystematic rules 3 . One simple trend seems to

emerge, however, concerning the change of the
average topmost interlayer spacing in the Ru:
this spacing tends to increase with electronega-

Ž .tive adsorbates electron acceptors , while it
tends to decrease with electropositive adsorbates
Ž .electron donors or strongly polarizable adsor-

w xbates like Xe 17 . It appears that it will proba-
bly be necessary to take into account exactly
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which substrate orbitals are modified by the
bonding process, and in particular, which of

Žthese are bonding and thus can shorten inter-
.atomic distances and which are antibonding

Ž .and thus can lengthen interatomic distances .
As this brief review shows, a substantial

database of results has now been established for
the structure of adsorbed molecules on metal
surfaces. But there is a clear need for many
more results of similar or dissimilar type to
allow generalizations to be made about the un-
derlying mechanisms and their implications for
catalysis and other surface processes. The vari-
ety of molecules that have not yet been submit-
ted to structural determination at surfaces is
staggering. This includes adsorption on stepped

Žmetallic surfaces, on other substrates metallic
alloys, semiconductors, other ionic compounds,

. Žetc. , and the surface of molecular solids like
the ice discussed here, which is the only such

.surface studied in detail up to now .
As a final point, there is also a need for more

accurate results, especially concerning lateral
Ž .interatomic distances parallel to the surface ,

where current error bars are often too large to
allow useful conclusions to be drawn. Higher
accuracy depends on more reliable experimental
angles of incidence, on larger measured data
sets where possible, and on more attention to
nonstructural parameters in the calculations
Že.g., atomic scattering potentials, thermal vibra-

.tions and damping .
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